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General Meeting and Conference 

 

ABA members attend 48th ADB Meeting in Azerbaijan 
 

epresentatives from ABA member banks and the ABA Secretariat attended the 48th 

Annual Meeting of the Board of Governors of the Asian Development Bank (ADB) held 

on May 2-5, 2015 in Baku, Azerbaijan, joining some 3,000 other delegates who 

participated in this year’s gathering of the ADB.  

Among the attendees from ABA member banks were Mr. McKinney Tsai, Chairman of 

Mega Financial Holding and former Chairman of ABA; Dr. Catherine Jih-Chu Lee, Chairman 

of Bank of Taiwan and Member of the ABA Board of Directors; Mr. Steve Hsieh, Vice 

Chairman of CTBC Financial Holding Co.; and Mr. Takashi Morimura, Deputy President & 

Group CEO, Global Banking, The Bank of Tokyo-Mitsubishi UFJ Ltd. Other member banks 

represented in the ADB Meeting were the State Bank of India, Sumitomo Mitsui Banking 

Corp., Mizuho Bank Ltd., Korea Exchange Bank, Korea Development Bank, Hana Bank, 

Golomt Bank, Commercial Bank of Qatar, and Vietnam Export Import Bank. The attendee 

from the ABA Secretariat was Deputy Secretary Mr. Amador Honrado.  

Participants came from ADB’s 67 member countries - government officials, business 

leaders, academics, journalists, and representatives from civil society and development 

organizations - gathered at the Heydar Aliyev Center in Baku for this year’s meeting, which 

was held for the first time in the South Caucasus region. 

During the past eight years, the ADB has 

accredited the ABA as a Guest Association in the 

Annual Meetings of its Board of Directors: in 

Astana, Kazakhstan (2014); New Delhi (2013); 

Manila (2012); Hanoi (2011); Tashkent (2010); Bali 

(2009); Madrid (2008); Kyoto (2007); Hyderabad 

(2006); and Istanbul (2005). 

This year’s ADB Meeting took place in 

Azerbaijan’s capital Baku - a mix of the ancient, the 

strikingly modern and the attractively neoclassical 

on the shores of the Caspian Sea. About 3,000 

delegates debated the current development issues 

facing the Asia and Pacific region, and the ADB’s 

role in addressing them. Focusing on the theme “Fostering Partnership for Development,” 

the Meeting resulted in a number of concrete steps toward greater international 

partnerships.  

One of the most urgent issues addressed at the Meeting was assistance for Nepal, 

wracked by a devastating earthquake just a few days earlier. A last-minute decision by the 

Nepal delegation to attend in Baku proved fruitful, since ADB members were able to affirm 

support for the country at a quickly convened Partnership Forum for Nepal chaired jointly by 

ADB President Takehiko Nakao and Nepal Finance Minister Ram Sharan Mahat. The 

Government of Nepal and delegates welcomed Japan’s proposal to organize with ADB and 

other development partners a conference to support reconstruction. 

 

 

 

R 

ADB President Takehiko Nakao addresses the 

Opening Session of the Board of Governors at 

ADB's 48th Annual Meeting in Baku, 

Azerbaijan. 
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Another partnership for development was forged when Mr. Nakao met with Liqun Jin, 

Secretary General of the Multilateral Interim Secretariat of the Asian Infrastructure 

Investment Bank (AIIB) on the sidelines of the Annual Meeting. Mr. Nakao and his staff and 

Mr. Jin and his team discussed for an hour future collaboration including co-financing, and 

confirmed their commitment to working together for Asia, based on a shared understanding 

of safeguards. 

A groundbreaking initiative unanimously approved on the eve of the Meeting by the 

Board of Governors will see the merger of ADB’s Asian Development Fund lending 

operations (ADB’s concessional lending window) with its ordinary capital resources (which 

lends to middle-income countries at quasi market-rates) balance sheet, to increase ADB’s 

annual operations to as much as $20 billion, or 50% above the current level. The expanded 

financial capacity will allow ADB to increase its support for sustainable development in the 

region. With the post-2015 development agenda’s Sustainable Development Goals and a 

global pact against climate change expected to be ratified this year, Mr. Nakao said ADB will 

scale up support for sustainable infrastructure, education and health, and climate change 

action. 

The Annual Meeting saw a varied program, with seminars addressing livable cities, 

economics of gender, regional cooperation in Central Asia, and financial sector development, 

to name a few. This was complemented by a vibrant program of panels for civil 

society‒including youth debate‒media events, and sponsored debates. 

The Governors’ Seminar saw a distinguished panel examine how countries are adapting 

their growth models to take advantage of new opportunities, to address emerging 

challenges and to realize the full potential of their economies. “Despite the global financial 

crisis, developing Asia continues to be an important source of growth in the global 

economy,” ADB President Mr. Nakao said. “It’s important that countries prioritize reforms 

that will best position their economies for continuing expansion.” 

The progress made at Baku‒ and the work still to be done‒ are expected be the topics 

for discussion in a year, when the ADB Board of Governors next meets in Frankfurt in May 

2016. 

 
 

 

 

 

ADB will become stronger, better and faster as it scales up its operations to eliminate poverty and 

promote sustainable development in Asia and the Pacific, President Takehiko Nakao said in his 

opening address to the 48th Annual Meeting of the ADB Board of Governors. 
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Participation in Side Meetings/Events in Baku  
 

ABA Deputy Secretary Mr. Amador Honrado attended a number of meetings and events 

held by ABA member bank representatives on the sidelines of the ADB gathering, including 

the following: 

 

Meeting with Bank of Tokyo Mitsubishi-UFJ Ltd.  

Officers of Bank of Taiwan led by Chairman Dr. Catherine Jih-Chu Lee met with officers 

of the Bank of Tokyo Mitsubishi-UFJ Ltd led by Mr. Takashi Morimura, Deputy President & 

Group CEO, Global Banking on the morning of May 2. Dr. Lee exchanged ideas with Mr. 

Morimura on possible areas for cooperation and partnership between their two 

organizations, including renminbi transactions, syndicated loans, correspondent banking, 

and other forms of collaboration and assistance where their respective banks can work 

together and help each other not only in Japan and Taiwan but also in countries where their 

banks have operations. Both sides agreed to sign an MOU outlining specific areas of 

cooperation at a time and venue to be discussed and decided upon later. 

 
Bank of Taiwan Chairperson Dr. Catherine Jih-Chu Lee meet with officers from Bank of Tokyo-Mitsubishi  

UFJ Ltd. led by Mr. Takashi Morimura, Deputy President & Group CEO, Global Banking. 

 

Meeting with the Banks’ Association of Azerbaijan 

Dr. Catherine Jih-Chu Lee and the other officers of Bank of Taiwan and the Bankers 

Association of the ROC (BAROC) met with Mr. Eldar Ismaliyov, President of the Banks’ 

Association of Azerbaijan (BAA) on the morning of May 5. The meeting provided both sides 

the opportunity to learn more about their 

respective organizations, and explore possible 

areas of collaboration. Mr. Ismaliyov expressed his 

Association’s interest to get to know the Asian 

markets better and the business opportunities 

they offer for the members of his Association, 

particularly at this time when they are shifting 

their focus away from Europe and looking more 

into Asian countries.   

Dr. Lee suggested to Mr. Ismaliyov the 

possibility of an MOU signing between BAROC and 

BAA identifying possible areas of cooperation 

between the two organizations that will promote 

the business interest of their respective  

 

Dr. Catherine Lee (3
rd

 from left) poses with 

Mr. Eldar Ismaliyov (4
th
 from left) with other 

Bank of Taiwan and ABA officers following 

their meeting at the Banks’ Association of 

Azerbaijan office in Baku. 

. 
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Dr. Steve Hsieh, Vice 

Chairman of CTBC 

Financial Holding Co., 

welcomes guests at the 

luncheon hosted by his 

organization for the 

Taiwanese delegates 

attending the ADB 

Annual Meeting in 

Baku. 

 

constituencies – a suggestion that was welcomed by Mr. Ismaliyov. She also invited him and 

BAA members to attend the 32nd ABA General Meeting and Conference scheduled to take 

place on November 12-13, 2015 in Taipei which will serve as an occasion for him to meet 

bankers not only from Taiwan but from other Asian countries as well.  

Dr. Lee and Mr. Ismaliyov, who is also Founder and President of Caucasus Development 

Bank, explored possible areas of cooperation between their respective banks, including 

correspondent banking, among others.  

 

Dinner Hosted by the Bankers Association of the ROC 

The Bankers Association of the ROC and its Chairperson Dr. Catherine Jih-Chu Lee 

hosted a dinner on May 2 for representatives of Taiwan's Ministry of Finance, Ministry of 

Foreign Affairs, the Central Bank, and other commercial banks from Taiwan. The dinner 

served as an occasion for the London-based The Banker Magazine to present its Global and 

Asia-Pacific Finance Minister of the Year 2015 Award to Mr. Chang Sheng-Ford, Minister of 

Finance of the ROC. The Award was presented to Minister Chang by Ms. Stefania Palma, The 

Banker Asia Editor. 

 
 

Luncheon Hosted by CTBC Financial Holding Co. 

Vice Chairman Dr. Steve Hsieh of the CTBC Financial Holding Co. hosted a luncheon on 

May 3 for the Taiwanese delegates attending the ADB Meeting and other special guests. 

Among the attendees from the Taiwanese side were Finance Minister Mr. Chang, 

representatives from the Ministry of Finance, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, the Central 

Bank of China, and Taiwanese ABA member banks. 

 
 

ROC Finance Minister 

Chang Sheng-Ford 

(fourth from right) is 

presented The Banker 

Magazine's Finance 

Minister of the Year 

Award 2015 during the 

Award Ceremony and 

Dinner hosted by Bank 

of Taiwan in Baku. 
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Preparations underway for 32nd ABA Conference in Taipei 
 

reparations are well underway for the 32nd ABA General Meeting and Conference 

scheduled to take place on November 12-13, 2015 in Taipei, Taiwan. ABA members are 

all invited and are requested to block these dates on their calendars.  

To be co-hosted by the CTBC Bank Ltd. and the Bankers Association of the R.O.C.  at the 

Grand Hyatt Hotel Taipei, the two-day event is designed to provide another valuable 

platform for ABA members and invited experts to exchange views on: (a) current trends and 

developments in the regional and global markets that are expected to have a significant 

impact on the banking and financial sector of the region, and (b) how industry players can 

take full advantage of the opportunities offered by these developments.  

Focusing on the theme “Asian Banks: Growing Beyond Borders”, our Taipei Conference 

will feature eminent speakers who will speak on timely and relevant issues, such as: 

Regional Integration: Implications for Asian Banks - This session will examine the 

extent to which regional integration is expected to reduce uncertainty and obstacles for 

banks when entering a new market; how do banks, particularly those positioned to help 

their key clients enter new markets or relocate overseas, would stand to gain from such 

market expansion; what models do banks need to use or have used to expand regionally; 

and what degree of regulatory harmonization is required for a region-wide integration of the 

banking market. 

Managing a Multi-Cultural and Multi-Generational Customer Base - This session will 

feature speakers who will explore the characteristics of  the various customer groups (which 

are diverse in terms of race, ethnicity, gender, age, sexual orientation, religion, immigration 

status, language, and nationality) and share their views on how banks can build successful 

relationships with each of these groups by applying the appropriate cultural or generational 

approach and strategies to the marketing process.  

Going Digital: Pursuing Global Opportunities Through Technology - This session will 

examine various issues – as well as challenges and opportunities - resulting from the 

development of digital banking and how they are currently being addressed by the banking 

sector and by regulatory and supervisory authorities. 

As in previous years, our Taipei Conference will also feature: 

A CEO Forum - Eminent panelists will exchange views with Conference delegates on 

timely and relevant topics, such as mitigating the impact of currency fluctuations; the rise of 

the RMB as a major currency in Asia; challenges of more stringent regulations; and corporate 

social responsibility.  

“Discover ABA” session - Country presentations will be made by selected member 

banks to provide the Conference delegates the opportunity to obtain more information 

about the economic, business, and financial sector conditions in the various ABA member 

countries, as well as to learn more about ABA member banks and their activities.  

Conference details (e.g., hotel accommodation, registration procedure, updated 

Conference Program, etc.) will be sent to all members as soon as these are available. The 

ABA is counting on members’ valuable participation for the successful outcome of its annual 

gathering this year.   For inquiries, please contact the ABA Secretariat at aba@aba.org.tw 

 

P 
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Policy Advocacy 
 

Dr. Takagi represents ABA at the IPBA 2015 
 

  

Dr. Shinjiro Takagi, ABA Senior Advisor on Informal Workout Guidelines and Advisor to 

Nomura Securities, Co Ltd., represented the ABA at the 25th Annual Conference of the Inter-

Pacific Bar Association (IPBA 2015) held on May 6-8 in Hong Kong. Dr. Takagi was one of the 

speakers for the session on “Out of Court Workouts in APEC Countries.” During the session, Dr. 

Takagi introduced the “ABA Informal Workout Guidelines and Model Agreement” and 

discussed how the procedure helps Asian countries to develop smoother resolution both for 

debtor and creditor (banks) than that under corporate reorganization laws. 

Dr. Takagi to meet with Bankers Associations in CLMV Countries 

r. Shinjiro Takagi, ABA Consultant and concurrently Advisor of Nomura Securities, is 

seeking  meetings with key officers and  members of the bankers associations of 

Cambodia, Laos, Myanmar and Vietnam (CLMV countries) as part of his ongoing 

efforts to help promote ABA's work on informal workouts. During these meetings – which 

are scheduled in early July - Dr. Takagi plans to introduce to the participants the following 

two documents: (a) ABA Informal Workout Guidelines–Promoting Corporate Restructuring in 

Asia; and (b) Model Agreement to Promote Company Restructuring: A Model Adaptable for 

Use Regionally, by a Country, or for a Particular Debtor  

Dr. Takagi intends to explore with the bankers associations in the CLMV countries the 

possibility of having these two documents formally presented and explained to bankers and 

other relevant parties and professionals in their respective countries such as lawyers, 

accountants, consultants and scholars. He also requested them to invite representatives 

from relevant government bodies, such as the Financial Supervisory Agency and/or the 

Central Bank, to attend the meeting. 

Recognizing the advantages of informal workouts, the ABA has endorsed the principles 

contained in the Guidelines, and encourages both members and non-members of ABA to 

apply them whenever and wherever they are seeking to resolve the financial difficulties of a 

debtor owing to multiple financial creditors. The ABA believes that the Guidelines are very 

useful tools to wipe out non-performing bad loans and will help in rehabilitating troubled 

but viable business enterprises at minimal cost.  

D 
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Education and Training 
 

 

 

 

 

 

RCBC offers microfinance workshop participants 

one-day field exposure visit 
 

he Rizal Commercial Banking Corporation (RCBC) and its microfinance arm RCBC 

Microbank are offering an excellent opportunity for all participants of the ABA Short-

term Training Program to experience first-hand the practice of Microfinance Lending in 

the Philippines. The workshop, to be hosted by RCBC and RCBC Microbank will take place at 

the Fairmont Raffles Hotel Makati, Philippines on June 22-23. 

 

Day 1- RCBC Microfinance Lecture 

The workshop consists of a lecture on Day 1 of the program Ms. Ma. Lourdes Pineda, 

Rizal Microbank President, will talk about the RCBC Microfinance Experience and share how 

a universal bank like RCBC has gone down the market to serve the “bottom of the pyramid.” 

Mr. Raymundo C. Roxas, Rizal Microbank FVP, will speak about credit underwriting 

approaches to know more about the various lending approaches used by lending institutions. 

His talk will also include understanding why cash flow-based lending is used in microfinance.  

 

Day 2- Field Exposure Visit  

A field exposure visit to Tanauan City, Batangas, south of Manila, will be held on June 23, 

Day 2 of the workshop. The field visit will introduce participants to Rizal Microbank’s 

operation in the Luzon Area. Ms. Hazel Velasco, Assistant Vice President, Luzon Area Head of 

Rizal Microbank will give a short talk on the highlights of the bank’s services and provide a 

briefing on the clients to be visited by the group. Ms. Lily Castillo, Branch Manager of 

Tanauan Rizal Microbank will lead the group in visiting four clients who run a school of music, 

catering, cellphone shop and direct selling businesses.  

Mr. Roxas will then lead a discussion on participant observations during the client visit, 

while Ms. Pineda will wrap up the field exposure activity and conclude the two-day 

workshop. 

 

No Participation Fee 

There is no participation fee for attending the RCBC program. However, participants 

shall cover their airfare and hotel accommodation. 

Fairmont Hotel’s booking form will be sent to delegates who have confirmed their 

participation. Corporate rates will be extended to all ABA members joining the program. 

This program is open to all non-Philippine based member banks.  

The ABA encourages member banks to take advantage of this opportunity to learn from 

the experience of RCBC and RCBC Microbank. For inquiries, please email the ABA Secretariat 

at aba@aba.org.tw. 

T 
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ABA invites members to join the 6th Asia Islamic Banking 

Conference 
 

he Asian Bankers Association is invited by Fleming Gulf Conferences, a B2B 

conferences organizer, to the “6th Asia Islamic Banking Conference” to be conducted 

on August 12-13, 2015 in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.   

Fleming Gulf Conferences, the event organizer, is offering 10% discount off the 

registration fee for ABA members who wish to attend the event. 

Targeting senior management from the banking industry, the two-day conference aims 

to provide a forum for an exchange of views on recent developments and to identify key 

issues/challenges underlying the paradigm of Islamic Banking. It will also provide a platform 

for dialogues and discussions between top leaders, key policy makers and the brightest 

minds in the industry to formulate winning strategies that will flourish our current Islamic 

financial structure and investment climate.    

With 25 industry experts as speakers, the conference is packed with in-depth scrutiny of 

the industry, keynote presentations and interactive panel discussions to address new 

pertinent topics and the new challenges faced by the Islamic Banking and Finance Industry.  

This event will bring together distinguished personnel from Islamic Banks, prudential 

and accounting standards bodies, regulatory bodies and technology leaders to discuss and 

benchmark crucial issues on how to seize new opportunities and make it effective for the 

industry. 

For more information on the Conference, interested parties may visit the event website: 

http://finance.fleminggulf.com/6th-Asia-Islamic-Banking-Conference 

With a history of producing industry specific business events, Fleming Gulf Conferences 

is considered one of the leading names in business intelligence. Their B2B conferences are 

interactive events for delegates from specialized industry sectors including finance, energy, 

shipping, logistics, utilities, real estate, and construction among others. 

 

T 
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News Updates 
 
 

India picks private banker KV Kamath as first BRICS bank head 
 

ndia has named private banker K.V. Kamath as the first head 

of a new development bank being set up by the BRICS 

group of emerging market economies, Finance Secretary 

Rajiv Mehrishi told reporters on May 11.  

The BRICS - Brazil, Russia, India, China and South Africa - 

agreed to set up the $100 billion development bank last July, in 

a step toward reshaping the Western-dominated international 

financial system. 

It was agreed that the New Development Bank, which will fund infrastructure projects 

in developing nations, would be based in Shanghai. It would be headed by an Indian for a 

first five-year term, followed by a Brazilian and then a Russian. 

“Kamath has been appointed as the head of the BRICS bank, the appointment will 

become effective when he becomes free from his current assignments,” Mehrishi told 

reporters in New Delhi. 

Kamath, 67, is a veteran banker who was credited with developing ICICI Bank into 

India’s second-largest lender. He headed the bank for 13 years until 2009 and is now its non-

executive chairman. 

He is also non-executive chairman of India’s second-biggest software services exporter 

Infosys. 

Atul Tiwari, a senior official in Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s office, said India has 

conveyed the decision to nominate Kamath for the BRICS bank presidency to partner 

countries. 

“They have been notified about it,” Tiwari said. “There is no scope for any partner 

country to raise an objection to Mr. Kamath’s appointment because it was already decided 

that India will choose the first BRICS bank head.” Reuters 

 

 

 

TPP trade deal can support Asia-Pacific economic integration: US 

trade official 
 

egotiations on the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) trade agreement can support 

further the regional economic integration of the Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation 

(APEC) region. 

United States (US) Trade Representative Ambassador Michael Froman said the 

Philippine chairmanship of APEC this year has focused on furthering regional integration 

across the region. 

“We’re dealing with digital trade, we’re dealing with localization barriers. These are all 

important initiatives that help further the integration of this region and we view our work in 

TPP as supportive of this overall effort as well,” he said in a press briefing after the close of 

the two-day APEC Ministers Responsible for Trade (MRT) in Boracay Island, Philippines. 

I 

N 

KV Kamath 
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Froman said the APEC leaders five years ago indicated various ways of achieving 

regional integration, including TPP, as well as ASEAN plus three, ASEAN plus six and other 

initiatives. 

“So we don’t view them as contradictory at all, we see TPP as one of the building blocks, 

along with several others, that contribute to a Free Trade Area of the Asia Pacific,” he said. 

Froman noted that TPP is intended to be an open platform to which countries that are 

“able and willing to meet its standards could join with the consent of all the parties and 

consistent with each of our domestic processes.” 

The US is currently negotiating the TPP trade agreement with Australia, Brunei 

Darussalam, Canada, Chile, Japan, Malaysia, Mexico, New Zealand, Peru, Singapore and 

Vietnam. 

It aims to expand the initial group to include more countries throughout the Asia-Pacific 

region, including the Philippines. 

In her report on May 24 at the opening of the MRT meeting, Foreign Affairs 

Undersecretary Laura Q. Del Rosario, who chairs the APEC 2015 Senior Officials’ Meeting 

(SOM), outlined the recent gains on the 2014 mandate on work towards the realization of a 

Free Trade Area for the Asia-Pacific (FTAAP), APEC Connectivity by 2025, and Economic 

Growth through Innovation. 

Del Rosario noted economies’ progress in physical infrastructure development, work on 

the Collective Strategic Study on Issues Related to the Realization of the FTAAP, as well as the 

widening of APEC’s discussions to cover Urbanization, the Internet Economy, and inclusive 

economic opportunities for Persons with Disabilities. 

Del Rosario’s report included recommendations to Trade Ministers on the 2015 

priorities on inclusive growth. Recommendations include: to welcome the pursuit of an APEC 

Services Cooperation Framework aimed to provide a coherent and strategic direction to 

APEC’s crosscutting work on services; and to consider APEC’s current work on Structural 

Reform as the necessary ingredient to 

keep growth in APEC sustainable and 

dynamic.  

The SOM Report to Trade 

Ministers closed with the SOM 

endorsement of The Boracay Action 

Agenda to Globalize MSMEs, for 

adoption by Ministers. Del Rosario 

conveyed the SOM message of strong 

support and commitment to the 

realization of the Action Agenda’s goals 

to expand the opportunities available 

to MSMEs by lowering barriers in 

customs, financing and capital lending, 

and in infrastructure requirements. 

Senior Officials will again report to Trade Ministers at the APEC Joint Ministerial 

Meeting during the APEC Economic Leaders’ Week in November in Manila. 

 

 

 

 

Paraw sailboats welcome delegates to the APEC Senior 

Officials’ Meeting in Boracay Island, Philippines. 
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BAROC organizes “Forum on Prospects for Financial Cooperation 

Between Taiwan and the Middle East” 

     

 

(Clockwise) The Bankers Association of ROC (BAROC) with the support of the Taiwan 

Academy of Banking and Finance (TABF), on May 18 organized the “Forum on Prospects for 

Financial Cooperation Between Taiwan and the Middle East" in Taipei. Invited as guest 

speaker was former Governor of the United Arab Emirates Central Bank H.E. Sultan Bin 

Nasser Al Suwaidi who discussed topics such as the global financial crisis and its impact on 

the UAE, falling oil prices, Islamic banking, and benefits of improving Taiwanese-UAE banking 

relationships. (2) H.E. Sultan Bin Nasser Al Suwaidi sits with Mr. Cheng-Mount Cheng, 

President, Agricultural Bank of Taiwan during the question and answer session of the forum. 

(3) Dr. Catherine Jih-Chu Lee, BAROC Chairperson,H.E. Sultan Bin Nasser Al Suwaidi, Dr. 

Chin-Long Yang, Deputy Governor, Central Bank of the Republic of China, and Mr. Cheng-

Mount Cheng, pose for a group photo after the forum.  
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Special Feature 
 

 

Scaling-Up for Sustainable Development in Asia and Pacific: 

Stronger, Better and Faster ADB - Takehiko Nakao 
 

Opening Address by President Takehiko Nakao at the 48th Annual Meeting in Baku, 

Azerbaijan on 4 May 2015. 

 

Introduction 

First of all, I offer my deepest condolences to the people of Nepal and other affected 

countries for the tragic loss of lives and property caused by the recent earthquake. I was 

encouraged by the strong support expressed by the international community at the 

Partnership Forum for Nepal hosted by ADB yesterday.  We stand ready to help in this 

challenging time. 

Ladies and gentlemen, 

ADB and Azerbaijan have been partners in development for 15 years. In these 15 years, 

Azerbaijan’s real per capita income has grown by four times, and poverty has declined 

dramatically. This is a clear testament to the country’s commitment to sustainable 

development. 

On behalf of all of us here today, I would like to convey our deepest appreciation to the 

Government and people of Azerbaijan for inviting us to this beautiful city of Baku.  

 

The Year in Review 

Let me start with reporting to you the progress ADB has made over the past year. ADB’s 

operations continued to perform well. In 2014, ADB approved nearly $14 billion in loans, 

grants, and equity investments. With cofinancing of over $9 billion, our total financial 

assistance reached a record high of $23 billion.  

 
ADB President Takehiko Nakao is seen on screen as he addresses the Opening Session of the Board  

of Governors at ADB's 48th Annual Meeting in Baku, Azerbaijan. 
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Unless loans and grants are disbursed, they will have no impact on development. In 

2014, disbursements from our own resources exceeded the $10 billion mark. This is 17% 

higher than in 2013 and a record disbursement in recent years. This disbursement level 

reflects our vigorous efforts to improve project implementation. 

I firmly believe that, in order to serve our client countries better, ADB must have a 

strong financing capacity. This is particularly important in the face of the region’s vast 

infrastructure financing needs. 

I am therefore very pleased to confirm that our 67 Governors have unanimously 

approved the proposal to combine the Asian Development Fund (ADF) lending operations 

with the ordinary capital resources (OCR) balance sheet. ADB started deliberations on the 

proposal in the summer of 2013, shortly after I took office. Thanks to your constructive 

feedback, understanding, and support, this groundbreaking idea became a reality in a very 

short period. Once again, I would like to express my deepest appreciation for your 

endorsement. With this, ADB’s financing capacity will dramatically increase by up to 50% 

starting January 2017.  

 

Economic Outlook for Asia and Pacific 

Let me turn briefly to our assessment of the Asian economy.  

Growth in Asia and the Pacific remains strong. Robust domestic demand and prudent 

macroeconomic policies will continue to underpin the region’s economic growth momentum. 

Countries are implementing politically difficult but much needed structural reforms in areas 

such as liberalization of trade, investment, and labor markets. We expect the region to 

maintain a growth rate of 6.3% this year.  

The revival of the US economy and strengthening recovery of the Eurozone and Japan 

will reinforce Asian growth. Lower oil prices also support growth and have provided an 

opportunity to cut fuel subsidies in several countries. Commodity exporting countries should 

enhance their efforts to diversify their economies and strengthen resilience to price volatility.   

 

Persistent Poverty in the Region and Global Development Initiatives 

Ladies and Gentlemen:  

The region has a remarkable record of fighting poverty. But as recently as 2011, 544 

million people were still living under the traditional poverty threshold of $1.25 a day. Last 

year ADB developed a new poverty measure taking into account the consumption basket 

specific to Asia’s poor, food costs that rise faster than the general price levels, and 

vulnerability to economic shocks and natural disasters. If we apply this new poverty measure, 

the number of absolute poor rises to 1.4 billion, or about 40% of the region’s total 

population.  

Such high poverty is unacceptable. Poverty must be defeated decisively, and soon.  

2015 is a momentous year for global development initiatives.  

We expect the post-2015 development agenda, namely the Sustainable Development 

Goals, to be finalized in September. Another important event this year is the 21st Conference 

of the Parties for Climate Change in Paris this December, where a new climate deal will most 

likely be struck. 

The success of these global initiatives on poverty and climate change will depend 

largely on acQons by Asia and the Pacific ─ aTer all, the region has 54% of the world’s 

population and around 35% of world GDP, and will account for more than 60% of global 

growth this year.  
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ADB’s role in the region is important.  

Today, I would like to highlight three areas in which we will scale up our support to 

eliminate poverty and achieve sustainable development in Asia.  

 

Sustainable Infrastructure 

First, sustainable infrastructure for inclusive growth and poverty reduction. Actually, 

infrastructure such as transport, energy and water accounts for about 80% of ADB’s 

operations. We will maintain our focus on infrastructure and further scale up our operations 

in this area. 

Infrastructure is not only the basis for economic and industrial development. It is also 

indispensable for human development, raising standards of living and reducing poverty. 

Cross-border infrastructure is also critical to expand trade, create jobs and increase 

incomes regionally. ADB has long promoted regional cooperation and integration. We 

support enhanced connectivity through roads, railways, and power lines in Central Asia, 

South Asia and other parts of the region. Communication networks in Pacific island countries 

are also an ADB priority.  

The public sector alone cannot 

bridge the region’s huge infrastructure 

financing gaps. Much larger 

investments from the private sector are 

needed. We must use public-private 

partnerships (PPPs) more effectively. To 

promote large-scale PPP projects in the 

region, we have established a new PPP 

office in ADB. During this annual 

meeting, ADB has signed a 

Memorandum of Understanding with 8 

international commercial banks to 

provide joint advice to client countries 

on developing PPP projects. We have 

also created an Asia Pacific Project 

Preparation Facility, assisted by several 

donor countries.  

To realize lasting benefits from 

infrastructure, we need to ensure its 

operational sustainability. For example, ADB is helping Myanmar’s government strengthen 

its capacity to manage road infrastructure and establish a road condition database to 

identify maintenance priorities.  

In building infrastructure, safeguard policies to protect people and the environment are 

essential to make such projects sustainable and inclusive. I want to emphasize that these 

standards should not be interpreted as an undue burden imposed on borrowers. We must 

learn lessons from past experiences around the world where projects sometimes have had 

unintended negative impacts on people and the environment. We should also support 

developing countries to improve their own safeguard systems. ADB will continue to apply 

the highest standards to serve the increasing demands of societies in developing countries. 

 

 

Photo shows the striking building complex of the 

Heydar Aliyev Center in Baku, Azerbaijan. The 

center hosted the 48th Annual Meeting of the ADB 

Board of Governors from May 2-5, 2015. It is 

considered an example of Azerbaijan’s rapid 

development into a vibrant, dynamic and forward-

looking country. 
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Ensuring Quality Education and Healthy Lives 

Second, ADB will double its assistance in education and health, in line with last year’s 

Midterm Review of Strategy 2020. 

Education and health empower people. And, educated, skilled and healthy populations 

provide the backbone for a country’s growth. The famous Azerbaijani poet Huseyn Javid said 

“It is enough to look at schools to know the progress and regression of a nation.” 

Many countries in Asia have achieved near-universal primary school enrollment rates. 

But most countries still face challenges with school completion ratios, and the quality of 

secondary and tertiary education. ADB is expanding support for quality education with an 

emphasis on higher education and vocational training.  

In Bangladesh, I had the opportunity to visit an ADB-assisted model Islamic school that 

provides secondary level education to girls and boys together. I was impressed by how well 

the school integrates science and technology education with religious subjects.  

On my recent visits to Cambodia and Lao, I was encouraged by the enthusiasm of 

students, including many female students, learning to repair motorbikes and grow organic 

vegetables in ADB funded vocational schools. One mother in Vientiane told me with tears in 

her eyes that, without ADB’s support, her son could never expect to pursue his dream of 

becoming an engineer.  

In the health sector, our focus is on improving delivery of health services and 

strengthening efficiency of health systems, including promotion of universal health coverage. 

For example, in Mongolia, we have helped the majority of the population access health care 

services through setting up a health insurance scheme, building family clinics, and training 

health workers.  

Fighting communicable diseases based on regional cooperation is another priority. In 

the Greater Mekong Subregion, we are supporting prevention and control of Malaria and 

HIV-AIDS, thanks to donor-supported trust funds. 

 

Urgent Action on Climate Change 

And third, it is important to combat climate change to make Asia’s development more 

sustainable. In 2014, we committed about $2.4 billion for mitigation, and over $700 million 

for adaptation. Using our expanded financial capacity, we will strengthen our support for 

energy efficiency and renewable energy, sustainable transport, climate change resilience and 

disaster risk management. 

We are leveraging our resources by attracting private resources in solar, wind and other 

renewable energy projects. Last year, ADB successfully launched a $400 million joint venture 

to make private equity investments in climate-friendly companies. We will further expand 

our own private sector operations, mobilize higher co-financing for such transactions, and 

develop new investment funds. 

We are also working closely with multilateral funds such as the Climate Investment 

Funds. I am proud that ADB is the first among Multilateral Development Banks to be 

accredited by the Green Climate Fund. We have already started identifying innovative 

projects to be cofinanced with this new organization.   

Much of the climate change mitigation and adaptation action will have to take place in 

cities. This is especially important in Asia, where rapid urbanization is taking place, 

particularly in middle-income countries. By 2050, over 3 billion people or about 65% of 

Asia’s population will live in cities. This poses a challenge, but also provides opportunities for 

building cleaner, greener and more resilient cities. 
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In Georgia, China, India and many other countries, ADB is supporting mass public 

transportation, energy efficient buildings, and waste management in cities. Here in Baku, we 

are helping to introduce a clean urban bus network system. To make cities more resilient, we 

undertake rigorous risk assessments for our projects. Relatively small upfront investments 

based on such assessments can save lives and avoid large-scale rehabilitation costs later.   

We will also develop disaster risk financing instruments such as disaster insurance for 

small island countries and mega cities.  

 

Stronger, Better and Faster ADB 

While emphasizing these three areas, WE WILL OF COURSE PURSUE other priorities 

based on the Midterm Review of Strategy 2020. We will strengthen operations in fragile and 

conflict-affected situations, and continue to work toward gender equality. We will also help 

improve governance and capacity of our clients, deepen financial inclusion, enhance food 

security and agriculture productivity, and respond to the development needs of middle 

income countries, including increasing inequality and rapid urbanization.   

Ladies and Gentlemen: 

To scale up our operations, achieve sustainable development in the region, and be an 

important contributor to the new global development initiatives, I want ADB to be stronger, 

better and faster.    

This starts with our 

stronger lending capacity. 

The merger of ADF and 

OCR will increase ADB’s 

annual operations to as 

much as $20 billion, or 

50% over the current level. 

Our assistance to poor 

countries will increase by 

up to 70%. There will be 

much more room to 

expand our private sector 

operations. Including 

cofinancing, our annual 

operations will be as high 

as $40 billion. 

The stronger lending 

capacity offers an 

opportunity, but WE MUST 

USE IT WELL. We are already actively working with our client countries to identify new 

projects and programs for our finance. We will also continue to maximize cofinancing 

opportunities. We will cooperate and cofinance with the Asian Infrastructure Investment 

Bank (AIIB).  

Given the region’s large financing needs, the expanded lending capacity from the 

merger may not be sufficient over time, and we may have to ask for your support for a 

capital increase in future.   

 

Government officials, business leaders, academics, journalists, 

civil society and development organizations gathering at the 

Heydar Aliyev Center in Baku, Azerbaijan, for ADB’s 48th Annual 

Meeting of its Board of Governors. 
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To be stronger, together with our financing, we will also best utilize our expertise, 

diverse and devoted staff, 28 field offices, time-tested best practices, and long-standing 

relations with client countries and other development partners.  

We must also be better. We should provide better knowledge services and innovative 

solutions to our client countries. For this purpose, we are strengthening our 7 sector groups 

such as energy and transport, and 7 thematic groups such as governance and gender, which 

work across operations departments. While maintaining country focus in our institutional 

structure, we have adopted a “one ADB” approach to generate, share and use first class 

expertise across the entire bank.  

We need to be faster. We will do so without compromising project quality and 

standards for safeguards and procurement. As I reported last year, we are already 

streamlining business procedures and delegating more authority to field offices. As a result 

of these reforms, we have so far cut by half the internal processing time for procurement 

contracts. But much more remains to be done.  

 

Conclusion 

Let me conclude.  

ADB is implementing a clear strategy to realize our vision of Asia and the Pacific free of 

poverty. We will continue to promote sustainable development and scale-up our support for 

infrastructure, education and health, climate change and other areas.  

To achieve this;  

First, we will have stronger financial capacity, and we will use it well. 

Second, we will provide better knowledge services and innovative solutions. 

Third, we will be faster in responding to our clients.  

I will continue to consult you closely on our transformations to meet the changing 

needs of Asia and the Pacific. Together with you, we will develop a concrete plan to scale-up 

our operations and start thinking about a new strategy beyond 2020.    

I count on your continued strong support. Thank you. 
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Member Personalities 

 

 

L.Oyun-Erdene appointed new CEO of Golomt Bank  

 
Golomt Bank’s Board of Directors has appointed Mrs.Oyun-

Erdene as Chief Executive officer of Golomt Bank, effective April 

1, 2015. Mrs.Oyun-Erdene previously held the position of 

Executive Vice president. 

Mrs. Oyun-Erdene joined Golomt Bank in 1999 and has 

held a wide range of leadership position. In 2014, she was 

appointed as Executive Vice President. She has made a valuable 

contribution to the development of corporate banking market in Mongolia and supported 

small and medium enterprise in all economic sectors. 

  Mrs. Oyun-Erdene received her bachelor’s degree in engineering from Prague Techology 

University in 1987-1994, and her master’s degree in business from Hangdun International 

University. Golomt Bank News Release 

 

 

Fareeha Shareef is new BML Chairperson 

 
Following a meeting of Bank of Maldives’ (BML) Board of Directors 

on May 28, Ms Fareeha Shareef, H. Yellow Rose, was appointed as the 

bank’s new chairperson. The position had been vacant since last year. 

Ms. Fareeha is a founder and former Managing Partner (2010 to 

2014) of FJS Associates LLP where she currently holds the position 

Senior Partner. She is also a Director at FJS Consulting Pvt Ltd and has 

been an Independent Consultant of Adam Smith International since 

2012. Prior to her appointment as the Chairperson of BML, Ms. Fareeha has completed 6 

years as a Board Member of Maldives Pension Administration Office (MPAO). 

Ms Fareeha has professional experience in various fields such as auditing, accountancy, 

financial management and governance. In addition, she has vast experience in financial 

modelling, including banking, Micro Small and Medium Enterprises (MSME) and 

socioeconomic research in Maldives and in the international arena. 

Ms. Fareeha is a Fellow Member of CPA (Certified Public Accountants, UK) and ACCA 

(The Association of Chartered Certified Accountants, UK) and a member of the Institute of 

International Auditors and Certified Fraud Examiners. She holds a Master of Management 

Studies (First Class) degree from the University of Waikato, New Zealand. BML News Release 
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Among Member Banks 

 
 BEA Receives Gold Awards in Web 

Accessibility Recognition Scheme 2015 - The 

Bank of East Asia, Limited (“BEA”) has recently 

received the Gold Award in both the website and mobile app categories of the Web 

Accessibility Recognition Scheme co-organised by The Office of the Government Chief 

Information Officer (“OGCIO”) and the Equal Opportunities Commission (“EOC”). This is 

the third consecutive year that BEA’s website has been recognised for its accessibility to 

people from different segments of society including the visually impaired. In addition, 

this is the first year that the Bank’s iPhone App has been recognised, and the first year 

that BEA has won the Gold Award in either category. “It’s such a great honour to receive 

this Gold Award recognition from the OGCIO and EOC for our website and iPhone App,” 

said Mr. Eric Wong, Group Chief Information Officer, General Manager & Head of 

Technology and Productivity Division at BEA, who received the award on behalf of the 

Bank at an awards presentation ceremony held on April 13, 2015. BEA News Release   

 

  Samanak Windows phone version now available for download - 

Saman Bank mobile banking application (Samanak) has been 

launched through Microsoft Online Store for Windows Phone 

users, and is now available for Saman bank clients. 

MehrdadNouri,Saman bank IT manager, maintained “After 

introducing the app for all mobile phone users with Java, Android, 

and iOS operating systems, we developed the application for our Windows Phone users 

as well,” Saman bank public relations office reported. He added ‘Using this user-friendly 

application, our clients can sign in with the password received from our branches, and 

do your daily banking. Saman bank IT manager declared ‘Currently all clients of Saman 

bank can use Samanak to view the account balance, transfer money between Saman 

bank accounts and cards, transfer money using SATNA and PAYA systems, observe the 

details of your loans and credit card statements, pay bills, receive check services, block 

Saman cards, change the second password of the card, and view your transactions 

history’. Saman Bank News Release   

 

 Maybank targets China and Asean markets - Maybank Group’s 

asset management arm, Maybank Asset Management Sdn Bhd 

has partnered with China-based Bosera Asset Management 

(International) Co Ltd to launch the first Islamic equity fund 

called Maybank Bosera Greater China Asean Equity-i Fund. 

Chief executive officer of Maybank Asset Management Group Nor Azamin Salleh said 

the Bosera equity fund to be marketed in China and other Asean countries is the first 

syariah-compliant fund under the Asean passport framework approved by the 

Securities Commission in March. “There is huge potential as China is one of the fastest 

growing metropolitans with 1.4 billion population, in addition to it being the second 

largest world economy. “Asean’s combined growth domestic product (GDP) is attractive 

and the population growth of 1 per cent to 2 per cent per year is favourable compared 

with other developed countries are key drivers to market it in the region,” he said at the 

launch of Maybank Bosera Greater China Asean Equity-i Fund on May 5. The Star   
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 BML shareholders to get record dividend - Bank of 

Maldives (BML) shareholders on May 27 voted to 

approve the payment of a record dividend of MVR 86.1m 

(16 rufiyaa per share) for 2014. The Bank had a very strong financial year last year with 

Operating Profit exceeding MVR 1 billion for the first time, up 22% on 2013. Total Assets 

increased by 23% as the Bank continued to lend to Maldivian individuals, businesses 

and corporates. Deposits were up 25%. At the bank’s annual general meeting, CEO & 

Managing Director Andrew Healy said “Looking back on 2014, one of the most pleasing 

aspects was the fact that we made a number of key investments which will benefit our 

customers and the country over many years to come. These investments included our 

largest ever technology change program, a financial inclusion project which is now 

halfway towards its goal of achieving a presence in all inhabited islands, the 

introduction of Self Service Banking and a branch refurbishment program. So our 

profitability in 2014 wasn’t achieved at the expense of failing to invest. We in fact 

invested more than ever before in communities, in technology, in building a platform 

for long term success.” Bank of Maldives news release   

 

 Moody’s Upgrades Credit Rating of PNB - Moody’s 

Investors Service has upgraded the rating of Philippine 

National Bank (PNB) to investment grade, reflecting the 

consistent improvement in the Bank’s credit profile. PNB’s long-term and short-term 

ratings were raised two levels up from Ba2/NP to Baa3/P-3. Likewise, the ratings agency 

raised PNB’s baseline credit assessment (BCA) and Adjusted BCA to ba1 from ba3. The 

ratings upgrade serves as validation of PNB’s efforts at fortifying its business. This 

recognizes PNB’s drive toward its long-term corporate goals of high profitability 

supported by a strong balance sheet. “The upgrade of the Bank’s BCAs and Adjusted 

BCA reflect improvements in asset quality profiles during a period in which new non-

performing loans (NPL) formation has remained low in the Philippines,” Moody’s 

explained. PNB improved its asset quality as non-performing loans (NPL) decreased to 

Php 9.9 billion at the end of 2014. The Bank’s non-performing loan ratio (net of 

valuation reserves), based on BSP guidelines, declined to 0.92% from 1.39% in the prior 

year. Similarly, the non-performing assets were cut with the sale of Php 2.2 billion in 

foreclosed properties. Philippine National Bank News Release   

 

 RCBC, Cathay Life close equity investment deal - Rizal 

Commercial Banking Corp. (RCBC) and Cathay Life 

Insurance Corp. closed the equity investment deal on 

April 20 for the insurance firm’s acquisition of the 20 

percent stake in the bank. In a disclosure to the Philippine Stock Exchange (PSE), RCBC 

said the strategic investment by Cathay Life raises P7.95 billion of new core equity tier 1 

(CET1) capital for the bank. The deal will improve RCBC’s CET1 from 11.83 percent to 

14.7 percent. RCBC said the proceeds from the investment will continue to support the 

continued growth of the bank’s loan book and increased expansion into the small and 

medium enterprises (SME) and consumer segments. The transaction is also in line with 

Cathay’s strategy to expand its business in Asean. Manila Bulletin   
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 SMBC Hong Kong, Kubota Ph partner with Metrobank for 

agribusiness financing scheme - Sumitomo Mitsui Banking-

Corporation-Hong Kong (SMBC Hong Kong) and Kubota Philippines 

have teamed up with listed universal bank Metropolitan Bank & Trust 

Company (Metrobank) for the establishment of an agribusiness 

financing scheme that should support investors in the agricultural 

sector. To date, Kubota Philippines is the country’s largest agricultural 

equipment distributor in terms of volume sales and product range, while SMBC is one 

of Japan’s three megabanks offering broad range of financial services centered on 

banking, including deposit taking, lending, securities brokering and trading, corporate 

bond trustee services, among others. Specifically, Metrobank has signed a tripartite 

agreement with Kubota Philippines and SMBC Hong Kong for the development of a 

financing program for investors who are into agribusiness or the ones who are planning 

to venture into the sector. The program creates a mechanism for qualified single 

proprietors and cottage industries to get financial access for the purchase of selected 

agro-industrial machineries at Kubota Philippines. Manila Bulletin   

 DBS crafts a suite of financial solutions to satisfy SME 

needs - DBS Bank (Taiwan) is dedicated to providing 

various financial solutions to help Taiwanese small- and 

medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) embrace problems at different stages, grow their 

business, and live out promises, said DBS in a press release on May 27. According to 

Kenneth Cheng, the head of Institutional Banking Group at DBS Taiwan, SMEs have 

always been one of the engines spearheading Taiwan’s economic development. In fact, 

the loan balance’s rapid increase in the past 10 years shows that SMEs in Taiwan are 

growing at a fast pace. Hence, to grow with its customers, DBS Bank (Taiwan) has 

journeyed to bring a wide range of innovative products and services to cater to the 

needs of SMEs. DBS Bank (Taiwan) is introducing new “Speedy Loan” and 

“Entrepreneur’s Account” services to solve issues that SMEs frequently face. The 

“Speedy Loan” service can respond to customers’ financing needs; as long as customers 

have the required documentation ready, and the company is in good credit standing 

with its revenue greater than NT$10 million, the approval process can be done within 

five working days, with a loan cap of NT$15 million, DBS stated. The China Post   

 OCBC deepens presence in Indonesia with 

official opening of securities subsidiary OCBC 

Sekuritas - Oversea-Chinese Banking 

Corporation Limited (OCBC Bank) on April 9 announced the official opening of its 

securities subsidiary, PT OCBC Sekuritas Indonesia (“OCBC Sekuritas”) demonstrating its 

continued commitment towards deepening its presence in Indonesia, one of its core 

overseas markets. The opening was also marked by the unveiling of OCBC Sekuritas’ 

new headquarter office in the heart of Jakarta’s central business district. A member of 

Indonesia Stock Exchange, OCBC Sekuritas is equipped with both a stockbroking license 

and an underwriter license, enabling it to provide securities trading overseas as well as 

onshore debt and equity financing solutions in Indonesia. OCBC had acquired an 80% 

shareholding in PT TransAsia Securities in November 2012, renaming the subsidiary to 

OCBC Sekuritas a month later. In December 2014, OCBC’s shareholding in OCBC 
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Sekuritas was increased to 95.1%. Outside of Singapore, Malaysia and the Greater China 

region, Indonesia is one of four core markets that have been earmarked by OCBC for 

expansion and growth. OCBC’s presence in Indonesia dates back to 1996 when it set up 

PT OCBC Indonesia with PT Bank NISP Tbk as a joint venture partner. OCBC News 

Release   

 UOBAM and Wellington Management Singapore sign 

MOU to collaborate on investment solutions - UOB 

Asset Management Ltd (UOBAM) and Wellington 

Management Singapore Pte Ltd signed a Memorandum 

of Understanding (MOU) to develop investment solutions designed specifically for 

UOBAM’s increasingly sophisticated client base in Asia. The MOU will bring together the 

complementary strengths of the Wellington Management group’s (Wellington 

Management) global asset investment industry experience and UOBAM’s strong 

investment expertise and extensive distribution capabilities across Asia. Under the 

MOU, UOBAM and Wellington Management will collaborate to develop equities and 

fixed income investment products, as well as strategic and tactical asset allocation 

solutions for UOBAM’s clients. UOBAM plans to launch investment products capitalising 

on the partnership’s capabilities within the next six months. UOB News Release   

 BIDV closes Mekong Housing Bank merger - The merger between 

the Mekong Housing Bank and the Bank for Investment and 

Development of Vietnam was completed on May 25. The merged 

entity will retain the BIDV name. Its chairman, Tran Bac Ha, said the 

merger was part of the 2011 - 15 credit institution restructure plan 

announced by the Government. “The merger especially helps 

improve BIDV’s capacity to provide products and services for 

agriculture and rural development in the Cuu Long (Mekong) Delta, which used to be 

the strong point of MHB.” It would strengthen BIDV’s performance, help maintain its 

leading position in Viet Nam and make it ready for competition with regional banks, he 

said. Ha said each MHB share got one share in the new entity. BIDV now has a capital of 

VND34.173 trillion ($1.63 billion) and assets of almost VND700 trillion ($33.33 billion) 

and a network of around 1,000 branches and transaction offices. The bank was 

considering taking on board a strategic foreign investor, Ha added. Viet Nam News   

 Cathay United Bank opens in the 

Philippines - Cathay United Bank, one of 

the biggest banks in Taiwan, has been given 

the go-signal to put up a branch in the Philippines. This is the third foreign bank 

approved by the Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas (BSP) under the provisions of Republic Act 

No. 10641 or “An Act Allowing the Full Entry of Foreign Banks in the Philippines,” which 

amended the old RA No. 7721 of 1994. The expanded law, implemented last year, 

permits foreign banks to acquire up to 100 percent of the voting stock of an existing 

domestic bank, from the previous 60 percent limit. The Monetary Board has granted 

Cathay United Bank, a subsidiary of Cathay Financial Holding Co., preliminary approval 

to establish bank branches and financial services units. It already operates a 

representative office here. Manila Bulletin   
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 CTBC Financial shares soar on stake 

acquisition deal with China’s CITIC - Shares 

of CTBC Financial Holding Co., one of 

Taiwan’s leading financial holding 

companies, jumped on May 27 after the company announced that subsidiary CTBC 

Bank will acquire a 100 percent stake in China CITIC Bank International Ltd., dealers said. 

The buying also reflected optimism over CTBC Financial’s ambitions to set up a strategic 

partnership with the Chinese bank’s parent company China CITIC Bank Corp Ltd. 

through another deal in which China CITIC Bank Corp. plans to acquire a stake in CTBC 

Bank, they said. “These deals showed that CTBC Financial has been moving very 

aggressively to lay down its plans for the China market,” Hua Nan Securities analyst 

Kevin Su said. “Through acquisitions and mergers, CTBC Financial is expected to take 

the lead over its peers in expanding its reach in China.” The China Post   

 Bangkok Bank injects $200 million into its 

Yangon branch - Bangkok Bank (BBL), led by 

director Piti Sithi-Amnuai, Bangkok Bank 

demonstrated its optimism in Myanmar’s 

economic potential through the injection of US$200 million into its Yangon branch, a 

bigger sum than what was brought in by the four foreign banks that have already 

opened branches here. “This will help us service our customers further, not only in 

terms of funding but also by serving the requirements of our customers. It can be in 

various forms - either trade finance or short-term or long-term loans,” said Chaiyarit 

Anuchitworawong, BBL’s executive vice president and co-head of its international 

banking group. BBL on June 2, is the fifth foreign bank to open a branch in Myanmar, 

among nine international banks that received licenses to do so last October. Already 

open are branches of Bank of Tokyo-Mitsubishi UFJ, Oversea-Chinese Banking Corp, 

Sumitomo Mitsui Banking Corp, and United Overseas Bank. The Nation  
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Banking and Finance Newsbriefs 
 

China to further open up its interbank bond market 
Bankers and fund managers have welcomed the mainland’s decision to further open up 

its interbank bond market (IBM) to foreign investors, saying it will undoubtedly create more 

opportunities for foreign investment in the sector. 

At the same time, they called for further measures to expand access to the country’s 

onshore-debt market.   

“The permission to allow greater access to the interbank bond market is very 

encouraging. It demonstrates that the PBOC (People’s Bank of China) is moving toward 

interest-rate liberalisation and the opening-up of the domestic capital market,” said Cynthia 

Wong, head of Emerging Markets Asia Hong Kong and Singapore at Societe Generale. 

At the end last month, the central bank had given the nod to 32 foreign organisations, 

including quota holders of the Qualified Foreign Institutional Investor (QFII) and Renminbi 

Qualified Foreign Institutional Investor (RQFII) programs, as well as foreign central banks and 

overseas renminbi clearing and settlement houses, to participate in the Chinese mainland’s 

interbank bond market. China Daily  

 

Hong Kong ranks world’s 2nd most competitive economy 
Hong Kong ranked the world’s second most competitive economy, up from the fourth 

place last year, according to the International Institute for Management Development (IMD) 

World Competitiveness Yearbook 2015. 

“We welcome the IMD’s high regard of Hong Kong as the world’s second most 

competitive economy,” Financial Secretary John Tsang said on May 27. 

“Hong Kong is highly competitive vis-a-vis most other economies in the world, 

especially in terms of government efficiency and business efficiency in which Hong Kong 

attains the top rank globally. This once again affirms the importance of our steadfast fiscal 

discipline, robust financial system and favorable business environment,” Tsang said. 

According to the IMD World Competitiveness Yearbook 2015 released on May 27, Hong 

Kong’s rank rose to the second among the 61 economies assessed, only after the United 

States. Xinhua News 

 

India’s GDP grows 7.3% in 2014-15, expected to overtake China’s soon 
Close on the heels of completing one year in office, the Narendra Modi government on 

May 29 received happy tidings that India’s GDP growth has clocked 7.3 percent during fiscal 

2014-15, positive data that gives hopes that it can soon overtake China as the fastest-

growing economy. 

Official data released here also showed that the economy expanded by 7.5 percent in 

the fourth quarter of 2014-14, from 6.6 percent rise in the September-December quarter. 

The GDP had increased by 8.4 percent and 6.7 percent in the second and first quarters 

of 2014-15, respectively. 

While official data from Beijing is awaited, estimates on the Chinese economy also 

suggest a 7.3 percent growth during 2014-15. The World Bank and IMF have recently 

estimated that India may well be the fastest-growing emerging market economy. The 

Statesman  
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Indonesia’s inflation spikes to highest level this year 
Inflation reversed its downward trajectory as it accelerated for a second consecutive 

month on spiking food prices, underscoring the challenge faced by the central bank as the 

economy encounters cooling growth and rising price levels. 

The Central Statistics Agency (BPS) announced on June 1 that monthly inflation surged 

to 0.5 percent in May, taking year-on-year inflation to 7.15 percent, the highest level this 

year. 

April’s inflation percentages were higher than market expectations, with most 

economists predicting the level would stand at around 7 percent. 

Bank Indonesia (BI), the central bank, cut interest rates in February as it forecasted 

inflation to fall below 4 percent this year, but such a target might now be at risk as monthly 

inflation has not fallen below 6 percent this year. The Jakarta Post  

 

New Malaysia Plan to spur growth through 2020 
Malaysia Prime Minister Najib Razak has unveiled a plan for fuelling Malaysia’s growth 

through 2020, by creating a larger pool of high-skilled workers and improving their 

productivity to increase investment. 

“With 2020 just five years away, the Eleventh Plan is the next critical step in our journey 

to become an advanced nation that is inclusive and sustainable,” he told Parliament when 

tabling the 11th Malaysia Plan (11MP) on May 22.  

One notable aspect is to keep the economy growing 5 to 6 percent annually by boosting 

labour productivity 20 per cent over the next five years. 

Malaysia’s overall aim is to narrow the income gap, reducing the Gini coefficient from 

0.401 to 0.385, with wages making up 40 percent of gross domestic product (GDP), 

compared with 34.9 percent at present. The Straits Times 

 

Mongolian bonds soar on Oyu Tolgoi deal 
Mongolia’s sovereign bonds jumped three points on May 19 after the government, Rio 

Tinto and Turquoise Hill Resources signed an agreement for the next stage of development 

of the Oyu Tolgoi copper and gold mining project. 

The sovereign’s 2022 bonds leapt 3.125 points to 92.375 in early trade, according to 

Tradeweb prices, while the US$500m 2020 9.375% government-guaranteed bonds issued 

last week by Trade and Development Bank of Mongolia were at 105.1/106.1, up nearly three 

points today and more than five points since pricing on May 12. 

The agreement over Oyu Tolgoi will boost government finances, and eases fears around 

Mongolia’s hostility to foreign investment. Around US$6bn has been invested in the Oyu 

Tolgoi project to date, and Mongolia has received US$1.3bn in taxes, fees and other 

payments. Around 95% of the workforce is Mongolian. Reuters 

 

Big Philippine banks ‘well-capitalized’ by end-2014 
The Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas (BSP) reported on May 26, that the capital adequacy 

ratios (CARs) of universal and commercial banks (U/KBs) stood well above the central bank’s 

regulatory threshold by end-2014. 

BSP said CARs stood at 15.23% and 16.19% on solo and consolidated bases at end-2014. 

The figures are well-above the central bank’s regulatory threshold of 10.0% and international 

minimum of 8.0%. 
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CARs are used to protect depositors and promote the stability and efficiency of financial 

systems globally. They are based on Basel 3, a global voluntary regulatory standard on bank 

capital adequacy, stress testing, and market liquidity risk. 

BSP noted the CAR figures slid from 16.32% on solo and 16.99% on consolidated bases 

posted at the end of the 3rd quarter last year. Rappler News 

 

Singapore’s 2.6% Q1 growth beats estimates but weaknesses remain 
Singapore’s economy grew a better than expected - 2.6 percent in the first three 

months of the year, with the robust services sector helping to offset lacklustre 

manufacturing. 

The numbers out on May 26 were revised upwards from earlier official estimates of 2.1 

percent growth. They also beat economists’ expectations of a 2.2 percent expansion. 

While the growth numbers were positive, labour productivity declined 0.6 percent in 

the first three months compared with the same period a year ago. 

This comes after a fall of 1.5 percent in the preceding quarter, and is the fourth straight 

quarter of decline. The Straits Times 

 

Thailand’s NLA passes first inheritance tax 
Thailand is about to join a host of other countries in levying a tax on inheritances in a 

bid to improve income redistribution, even though critics question whether the tax will be 

effective. 

This country will be the fifth Asean nation to introduce such a law after Singapore, 

Philippines, Vietnam and Malaysia. Singapore and Malaysia, however, subsequently stopped 

collecting inheritance taxes. 

Other Asian countries that levy such a tax include Japan, South Korea and Taiwan. The 

National Legislative Assembly (NLA) passed the bill in its third reading with 145-5 votes, 

while 10 others abstained.  

The government on May 22 agreed to soften the controversial inheritance tax bill by 

not opposing the National Legislative Assembly’s request to cut the tax rate to 5 percent and 

raise the threshold to Bt100 million when the NLA vetted the bill. Some people will be hit 

with a 10-percent rate. The Nation 

 

Vietnam devalues dong to support exports after posting trade deficit 
Vietnam devalued the dong for the second time this year on May 7 to spur exports and 

curb demand for imports that has left it with a hefty trade deficit. 

Given the recent relative strength of the currency, the move was widely expected, 

especially after the export-led economy recorded a $3 billion trade deficit in the first four 

months of 2015, compared with a $2 billion surplus in the same period a year before. 

The State Bank of Vietnam (SBV) said it lowered the mid-point rate for the currency on 

the interbank market by 1 percent to 21,673 dong per dollar. 

“The Vietnamese dong (VND) has actually been relatively stronger than other emerging 

Asian currencies,” said Christopher Wong, a senior currency analyst at Maybank in Singapore. 

Reuters 
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Publications 

 
Inequality, Inclusive Growth and Fiscal Policy in Asia 
 

eveloping Asia’s sustained rapid growth has improved general living 

standards and lifted hundreds of millions of Asians out of poverty 

within a generation. Yet the region now finds itself confronting 

rising inequality.  

Countries where inequality has worsened over the past 2 decades 

collectively account for over 80% of Asia’s population. As a result, 

governments across the region have begun to accord a higher priority to 

promoting more inclusive growth. The international experience, especially 

the experience of the advanced economies, suggests that fiscal policy can make a potent 

contribution to reducing inequality. This book systematically explores the relationship 

between both sides of fiscal policy—public spending as well as taxes and other fiscal 

revenues—and inequality in Asia at great depths. On the basis of the analysis, the book sets 

forth a number of concrete options for rendering fiscal policy a more effective tool for more 

inclusive growth that benefits all Asians. 

Inequality, Inclusive Growth, and Fiscal Policy in Asia is written in response to an issue 

of growing demand in most Asian countries, and it comes at a time when Asian governments 

are also beginning to use fiscal policy to bridge the glaring disparities between the rich and 

the poor of the region. As such, the book will be a highly valuable reference for researchers, 

policy makers, and students as well. 

This publication has been published with Routledge. 

 

Contact for details: ADB Publishing  

Website: www.adb.org/publications 

 

 

Global Shock, Risks, and Asian Financial Reform 
 

With growing complexity in the world of finance, and the resultant 

higher frequency of financial crises, attention has shifted toward the 

inadequacy of financial regulation.  

The book expertly examines what this episode means for Asia’s 

financial sector and its stability, and what the implications will be for the 

region’s financial regulation. By focusing on legal and institutional 

frameworks, the book also elaborates on various issues and challenges in 

terms of how financial liberalization can maximize the benefits and minimize 

the risks of crisis. 

This book is a co-publication of ADB and Edward Elgar Publishing. 

 

Contact for details: ADB Publishing  

Website: www.adb.org/publications 

 

 

D 
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Poverty Reduction Policies and Practices in Developing Asia 

 
This edited volume is based on a selection of papers submitted to a 

workshop on poverty reduction and related issues in developing Asia–Pacific.  

Theoretical, methodological, and empirical research and policy-oriented 

papers were sought, with findings, conclusions and policy recommendations 

based on solid evidence and appropriate methods. The goal was to advance 

the development of new tools and measurement of multidimensional 

poverty and poverty reduction policy analysis.  

The book published with Springer, is a joint effort to analyze poverty reduction in Asia, 

focusing on drivers, best practices, and policy initiatives, and is a part of a project funded 

under the Asian Development Bank’s Research and Development Technical Assistances (TAs): 

TA 7907 on Drivers of Poverty Reduction in Asia and the Pacific and TA 8239 on Addressing 

Knowledge and Statistical Gaps in Relation to Poverty Reduction, Inequality, and Inclusive 

Growth. 

 

Contact for details: ADB Publishing  

Website: www.adb.org/publications 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 
 The Asian Bankers Association (ABA) serves as a forum for advancing the cause of 
the banking industry and promoting regional economic cooperation. Established in 1981, it 
provides a venue for an exchange of views and information on banking opportunities in the 
region; facilitating networking among bankers; and encouraging joint activities that would 
enhance its members’ role in servicing the financial needs of their respective economies and in 
promoting regional development. With 100 members from 25 Asian countries, the ABA holds 
annual meetings and conferences on issues of concern to the banking sector, with the view to 
broadening its members’ perspective on the situation and opportunities in the region.  For more 
details, visit http://www.aba.org.tw 
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